NO-ONE HAS PLAYED A SUPERHERO LONGER THAN
hugh Jackman. AS HE RETURNS FOR HIS SIXTH OUTING AS
THE IMMORTAL X-MAN AND PREPS FOR HIS SEVENTH, emPire JOINS
JACKMAN TO LOOK BACK ON HIS LIFE, SO FAR, AS the wolverine
WorDs
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LOGAN’S RUN
• Hugh Jackman
photographed exclusively
for Empire at Milk
Studios, Los Angeles, on
February 25, 2013.
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o play Wolverine
you have to
channel rage,
vengeance,
grief and
existential despair. You need endurance,
longevity. You also need great hair. Hugh
Jackman’s barnet has proved surprisingly
important in his 15-year journey as the
angriest X-Man. It caused comment in
his audition. It helped him find his inner
animal. It even, on one occasion, shut
down production.
Today, the bouffant is in abeyance.
It’s early on Monday, February 25, in Los
Angeles. Jackman is bearded, in black
leather jacket and jeans. A television
interview completed, he strolls through
the studio for Empire’s photo shoot,
showing few signs of a painfully early
start that followed a rather special late
night: attending the Oscars. He’s hosted
previously — urbane and enviable in 2009
— but this was his first time as a nominee,
for his leading role in Les Misérables.
From Jean Valjean to Wolverine:
there aren’t many who could make that
transition. Jackman has a versatility
few stars possess. Of course, it’s welldocumented what an ill-mannered,
slovenly and egocentric diva he can be...
Okay, rather: he is, famously, the nicest
man in Hollywood. You could say he’s
a sheep in wolf’s clothing. Except, success
like his doesn’t come without some sort
of edge: Jackman is always trying to prove
himself — to himself: “I want to feel
that pressure,” he says. And you believe
him. Because no-one this wealthy works
this intensely (this is his ‘day off’ before
flying to Atlanta to work on kidnap
thriller Prisoners) without wanting
to meet some personal, inner need.

W

hen The Wolverine opens,
Jackman will be well into
playing the part for the
seventh time, in Bryan Singer’s
X-Men: Days Of Future
Past. It started, 15 years ago, with seven
auditions. This was 1998, a world where
superhero success was the exception
rather than the rule. Batman meant
neon and nipples, and Blade, about to
be released, would prove the best comicbook movie of the decade. No-one was
quite sure about X-Men. Russell Crowe
turned down the role of bladed berserker
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Wolverine, but told Singer about
Jackman, who was then starring in the
West End in celebrated cowboy musical
Oklahoma!. With an hour to audition,
between the matinée and evening show, he
“whipped off the leather chaps” and raced
across London. “When I got the callback,
I was pretty surprised,” he recalls. “The
feedback was something like this: ‘Maybe
next time you could lose the Southern
cowboy accent... And perhaps the perm.’”
Several more auditions followed
over several months before he was asked
to fly to America to read for Singer
in person. He declined, citing his
commitment to the stage show. So they
came back, reluctantly, offering to fly him
on Concorde. “I was so excited about
that; I cared way more about that than
actually getting the part.” The trip was
planned/postponed, planned/postponed
several times, before being cancelled, as
Scottish actor Dougray Scott was cast
in the role. Hair today, gone tomorrow.
That was that. Until...
Months later, Jackman was in LA,
organising the adoption of the first of his
two children, when his agent said there
were rumours Scott had injured himself
on Mission: Impossible II. Fox might
need a new Wolverine. In a blink,
Jackman had met with studio suits and
was on a plane to Toronto, where Singer
was already filming. “I remember Bryan,
he was very charming, but I could tell he
was like, ‘Why the fuck is this guy here?
I’m shooting right now!’” says Jackman,
with a laugh. They had a slightly awkward
lunchtime audition (“I kinda felt for the
guy; I could tell in a way that I’d been sent
up and he didn’t want me there”), but
a few days later, when it was clear Scott
couldn’t participate, Jackman was called
back, for a proper screentest. He was
given the role that night.
There are few moments where you
witness the birth of a star on screen:
Connery in Dr. No, Eastwood in A
Fistful Of Dollars, Cruise in Top Gun. In
X-Men, when we meet Logan/Wolverine
between cage-fights in a rundown bar,
there’s that thing, that frisson. Hardcore
fans or comic-book newcomers all shared
the same question: who the hell is that
guy? He seemed so confident, so
complete. He didn’t feel it.
“There’s a scene, the very first scene
I did, that was pretty overwhelming,” he
says. “I could show you a scene where

• Here: Wolverine (Hugh
Jackman) at his leanest
and meanest. Below:
James Mangold directs
Tao Okamoto and Jackman
on location in Tokyo.

Rogue (Anna Paquin) leaves, runs off from
the mansion, and I walk in, hit my mark
and say, ‘Where is she?’ My heart was
beating probably 150 beats per minute. I’d
walked in to shoot it and one of the crew
had said, ‘Oooh, Elvis is in the building!’
— because my hair was so huge. Bryan
freaked out. Shut down the set.”
They didn’t shoot for that day, instead
spending the time in a trailer exploring
hairdos. Though the scene itself wouldn’t
appear until well into the movie, it suddenly
became a defining moment, the eyes of
director, crew and studios execs all trained
empireonline.com
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“Pissed off —
that’s wolverine.
it’s how he feels
all the time.”hugh jackman

on his coiffure. “You think, ‘They’re
all looking at me!’ They’re not: they’re
looking at my hair. My heart was
absolutely racing.”
It took him, he thinks, a month to feel
he was “owning” the character. Part of
that was hair, again: it was so coated in
product he had to wash it every morning,
after training. Then, 5am one morning,
there was no hot water. Toronto, the
middle of winter, it was — technical term
— bollock-freezing. “So I went under the
coldest water. I was so pissed off I wanted
to scream. And all of a sudden I was
>
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everything’s going to change from here.”
Sure enough, when he walked to set on
Monday morning, he saw about 20
paparazzi snapping away. “I was like,
‘Who’s on the street? Oh: me!’”
That was rare, though, as the
Wolverine get-up — the sideburns,
the 12-inch metal claws — provided
an enviable distance between screen
and street. He was largely anonymous
in public, but was offered a lot more
work. One inquiry was whether he’d be
interested in meeting for Bond, at the
time when the producers were scouting
around for Pierce Brosnan’s replacement.
“They asked if I was interested; it wasn’t
an offer or anything,” says Jackman,
who gave it serious thought but figured
that playing two iconic characters
wouldn’t give him the opportunity to
try anything else: no smaller films, no
theatre. “Would I have loved to have
played Bond? Yeah! But that would
be basically my life — that’s it!”

under
the
influence
a

Director James Mangold picks five
unlikely influences on The Wolverine...

Chinatown (1974)

> “Because it’s a labyrinth film. Because you have
a dark hero who falls in love and doesn’t know if the
woman he loves can be trusted or what’s behind
her. He (Jake Gittes) enters a kind of dark labyrinth —
in his case a kind of foreign culture of the wealthy
and elite of Los Angeles. In our case, it’s the foreign
culture of Japan’s aristocracy. And also crime and
yakuza warfare. [Both have] an outsider trying to
unpeel the onion of what’s going on.”

X

yukio (Rila Fukushima)

> “She is wonderfully enigmatic,”
says producer Hutch Parker of the
rogueish Yukio, played by model Rila
Fukushima. “She’s funny, very insightful
and a wonderful foil to Logan. She
serves as a great sort of partner at
different moments, but all the time
maintains her own uniqueness. She’s
a character who is beloved already, by
the few who have seen the movie. She
just elicits such a fantastic reaction.”

like, ‘That’s Wolverine — that’s how he
feels all the time.’” Now each day on each
X-Men movie starts with a cold shower, a
“trigger” to help him into that headspace.
Not that Jackman is entirely without
a temper. “As a teenager I was explosively
angry,” he admits. “I think rugby saved
me, because that’s just organised violence.
I would have got in a lot more fights. But
I was someone who would go into a little
bit of a blind rage and it was not pretty.”
He thinks age naturally calmed him, some
distance on those days when there was
“probably some repressed anger about
my parents”. (His folks split up when
he was eight and his mother returned
home to England, leaving Jackman,
and his four older siblings, with their
father in Australia.)
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“I think, just naturally, I started to
calm down. Or I just made the choice
to be a little less volatile. But as I got
older there were fewer moments of that
explosive rage. But even to this day they’re
still there, and I just probably am better
at... or it’s just longer in-between. But
it’s still there and I have to work on it
and I have to be very sensitive as a father
— I don’t want them seeing that.
Sometimes, of course, I lose it, but it’s
not constructive. And it really unsettles
kids, I think. I do work on it. But that’s
something that I have in common with
the character.”
The connection, whatever it was
down to, was felt on screen. The film
flew. Friends had advised him to quickly
book another job, saying “Word on the
street is this is going nowhere!”, and he
was shooting Kate & Leopold in New
York (with his eventual director on The
Wolverine, James Mangold) when X-Men
opened at number one: $54 million for
the weekend. LA was quickly on the
phone: “I think they were still drunk
when they called. Honestly, it was a big
shock.” It was his wife, the actress
Deborra-Lee Furness, who realised
quickly just how seismic the X-factor
would prove, telling him: “I feel like

harada (Will Yun Lee)

> Another rival to Wolverine comes in the form of
Will Yun Lee’s Harada. Hutch Parker explains: “Harada has
a complicated and painful past that puts him in a very complex
relationship, not only with Logan and Mariko, but with the larger
plot that unfolds. He provokes and challenges Logan in new
ways. This is not the kind of circumstance Logan has ever found
himself in. Will brings incredible physical abilities to the part, but
also a mystery as an actor that really suits the role.”
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2 was contractually inevitable
but also a joy. After the initially
cagey relationship on the first
film, Jackman relished working
with Singer again. “Everyone
was confident, everyone gave him space
to make his movie. And we were all
really close: I looked up to Ian McKellen
and Patrick Stewart. It was a really
great experience.”
It was also huge. The ending begged
a sequel — it was The Empire Strikes Back
of spandex — and everyone imagined
Singer would complete the trilogy. But the
man who had banned comic books on the
set of the first film, not wanting his actors
to take their inspiration from anything
other than the script, was wooed by
another comic-book creation: Superman.
“Bryan pulled out of the picture
because... I don’t want to speak for
him, but his dream, I think, was to do
Superman. I remember him giving me
direction in X-Men — I’m up there in the
machine saving Rogue and he’s yelling on
the megaphone, ‘No, no, it’s just like that
scene in Superman where Superman rips
the car door off to save Lois. Remember?!’
And I’m saying, ‘I haven’t seen that movie
since I was nine years old!’ And he shut
down and he goes, ‘Come in my trailer
now!’ We went in and he showed me the
scene. That’s how he directed me in that
scene. So I wasn’t surprised that he
wanted to do Superman...”
With Singer out, Matthew Vaughn
sat briefly in the director’s chair, before
leaving, concerned about the tight
production schedule. “Then Brett
(Ratner) bravely came into the breach,”
says Jackman, who confesses the final
film has its problems. “I think if you
>
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Black Narcissus (1947)

The Outlaw Josey Wales (1976)

Floating Weeds (1959)

Happy Together (1997)

> “There are lots of women in The Wolverine. I’ve
often jokingly referred to it as Logan And His Women.
Between Mariko, Yukio, Viper and even Jean Grey
making appearances, there’s such a huge empowered
feminine component to this film, that Black Narcissus
of course also embodies. Also just the visual style of
Powell and Pressburger and the climactic sequence
— that monastery on the cliff, I think you’ll see some
references to in the film, too.”

> “Ozu in general, but in [The Wolverine] there’s a
whole segment that takes place in a coastal Japanese
village. One of the things I really wanted was to get out
of the city and somehow have a different experience
— one which Ozu’s work so beautifully embodies.
Which is: if you have a character in such turmoil,
who is thrust into a world of such love and caring,
discipline and order, a connection to nature, these
things become really transformative for him.”

> “I just feel the Western is a form that teaches you
about everything else. Josey Wales is a character
violently stripped of all intimacies and connections to
mankind. And so there’s an element of withdrawal, an
element of vengeance, an element of a kind of monster
within. Another aspect of that film which I love is it’s a
real picaresque journey. It’s an incredible, epic journey
you know this character takes into, in a way, a foreign
world, creating a new life for himself.”

> “I could have picked any Wong Kar-Wai film. I think
his films are really freeing, contemporary, remarkably
edgy, beautiful, lyrical and yet modern. I found they’re
just a huge touchstone visually. Less so thematically,
but you have this great sense of costume, hair and style,
and obviously with characters like Yukio and Mariko and
the worlds Logan is gonna move through, I wanted to
get this great sense of glamour — not in an old-world
sense of what Japan is, but in a very modern sense.”
july 2013 empire
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Jeans: AG (Adriano Goldschmied). Grey T-shirt: All Saints. Jacket: All Saints. Boots: All Saints.

“this is by far the most intense of the
saga. it’s darker. as it should be.”
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look at the great comic-book movies
you’ve got Nolan and Joss Whedon,
where there is a conceptual vision,
storywise; there is that leadership that
you need to really see it through. And
you need time, because they’re deceptively
difficult to pull off, and intricate characterwise. And to also get the right elements
of fun. And entertainment with pathos is
really difficult to pull off. So I think that’s
where we struggled on it...”
It was still a huge hit, and remains the
most financially successful of the series.
“The Last Stand is interesting because
critically it’s not as loved, and I agree
that X2 is the best of that series,” says
Jackman. “But, of course, studios
do a lot of research beyond Rotten
Tomatoes, and funnily enough, in the
public, X3 is considered the best.”
That sounds like someone has spun
him a line. Jackman isn’t naive, but he is
an optimist. He comes across as prepared
to believe the best in people and in projects
— if not in his own judgement (which he
frequently deprecates). Take X-Men
Origins: Wolverine. Talk of a standalone
picture for his iconic character had long
swirled, and it was Jackman’s desire to
take inspiration from Wolverine’s first
solo appearance in print, the 1982 miniseries written by Chris Claremont and
illustrated by Frank Miller (who, as
a writer, would go on to invigorate
Batman). Jackman read it while working
on the first X-Men — “because someone
was slipping them to me under my trailer
door” — and was struck by its “artistry
and the physicality” and the rich story,
which saw Logan travel to Japan, drawn
into a story of love and revenge.
Instead, the studio persuaded him
of the merits of another movie exploring
Wolverine’s history. “I was being a little
bit short-sighted,” he says. “Assuming
everybody knew Wolverine’s background.”
Actually he wasn’t short-sighted: his
vision was perfectly clear. One of the
film’s problems was it expounded on
a backstory already ably dealt with
in the original movies. “I’m sure they
were right,” he says (NB, Hugh: THEY
WEREN’T), “but I definitely felt we had
more we could do. My goal was that
in 20 years, when people say — of this
character that I love, that I’ve been lucky
enough to play — ‘What’s he about?’ I can
say, ‘Here you go: watch that!’ I didn’t feel
with the first one that we achieved that.
I really hope we have with this.”

• From top: Wolverine the loner in his first outing;
Jackman with Patrick Stewart, Anna Paquin, James
Marsden, Shawn Ashmore, Famke Janssen and Halle
Berry in X2; Discovering a stricken Jean Grey
(Janssen) in the third film; Stripped down alongside
Ryan Reynolds, Taylor Kitsch, Liev Schreiber and
Lynn Collins in Wolverine’s origin tale.
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x-men (2000)

x2 (2003)

x-men: THE Last stand (2006)

“i love playing
him. the passion
is still there.”

X-MEN ORIGINS: WOLVERINE (2009)

nfinished business. With The
Wolverine, Jackman wants to give
the definitive portrait of the
character, taking Logan back to
his roots as an outsider. For the
first X-Men, Jackman watched Mike
Tyson fights to get a sense of Wolverine’s
aggression, as well as Mad Max for that
wounded fury: “Mel has about 11 lines in it
and you understand everything that’s going
on. You felt all the rage within him.”
Eastwood was an influence, too, apt
given the character first appeared in 1974,
no doubt affected by the brooding, brutal
presence of Clint in the Dollars trilogy and
Dirty Harry. The script that first excited
Jackman was by Christopher McQuarrie
(“I was totally in at that point”), who had
worked on the first two X-Men movies and
whose love for terse, wounded, ’70s-style
bruisers can be seen in Jack Reacher. He
pushed to move into fresh territory and
re-establish the stakes for Logan.
“I think we had made an error or two
as we went along,” says Jackman. “There
was this weird inflation on how much
punishment Wolverine can take. And it
started to ramp up from X2 — from him
being shot square in the forehead, coming
back up a minute later! — to, by the time
we got to the first Wolverine, it’s like the
only possible way to kill him is by literally
severing his head! Chris brought that up
and I thought it was really smart.”
McQuarrie, whose script was later
worked on by Mark Bomback and others
(the precise credits to be confirmed), speaks
highly of Jackman’s “timelessness” on
screen. He credits him with striking a fine
balance “between that sense of alienation
and misanthropy, but with a real level of
casual humour. As much as he is a character
who you know cares, I believe him when he
says, ‘I don’t care.’ He embodies that duality
very well. Hugh, to me, if he wanted to be,
he’s Clint Eastwood. He is Josey Wales.”
It was that wounded outlaw character
that director James Mangold referenced
when he boarded the movie (replacing
Darren Aronofsky, who left due to family
commitments). “That was the first thing
he talked to me about,” says Jackman.
“It’s a great insight if you want a preview
of the movie, of the intensity and where
Jim is coming from — that revenge, that
anger. It’s by far the most intense of the
X-Men saga. It is darker. As it should be.”
That intention was there from the
moment Mangold considered the material.
The first five words he wrote on the script,
as he read it, were, “Everyone I love will
die.” He saw the potential to explore the
soul within the superhero — and to really
dig into the character’s fury, in a way that
hadn’t been fully done before. “Josey Wales
was a reference point for the kind of
simmering rage I feel Logan can possess
and embody,” says Mangold, calling
>
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HOW DO OTHER STARS MEASURE UP TO JACKMAN’S
SEVEN-MOVIE RUN AS WOLVERINE?
illustration

infomen

4

CHRISTOPHER REEVE

AS
SUPERMAN

TIMES
1978

1980

1983

1987

2

DICK DUROCK

AS

SWAMP THING

TIMES
1982

1989

1

B I L LY Z A N E

AS

SHINGEN (Hiroyuki Sanada)

Viper (Svetlana Khodchenkova)

> “Viper appears to us as a somewhat
benign presence in the world Logan finds
himself in,” says producer Hutch Parker,
“but has a much more complicated
agenda, as well as a lethal collection
of powers. She’s played brilliantly by
Svetlana, who comes from Russia and
has a great pedigree as a performer.
She brings a level of nuance and depth
that is part of what, I think, has made
the X-Men universe so rich.”

> Shingen Yashida is the antagonist
of the piece — Parker describes him
as “a very colourful industrialist” whose
family is mired in “mysterious politics”.
And Hiroyuki Sanada (The Last Samurai,
Sunshine) was ideal casting: “He’s
just an indelibly powerful actor, who
commands all of the respect and the
fear that you would want from this
role. And he can do all the things that
we needed him to do physically...”

THE PHANTOM

TIME

1996

3

WESLEY SNIPES

AS
BLADE

TIMES
1998

2002

2004

7

HUGH JACKMAN

AS
W O LV E R I N E

TIMES
2000

2003

2006

2009

2011

2013

3

CHRISTIAN BALE

AS
BATMAN

from the production office, as he finishes
the movie. “The sense of loss. As you know,
that film begins with him losing his family.”
Jackman expands on the story, if
apologetically. “This is one of the first
interviews I’ve done and I’ve had four
hours’ sleep, so I’m likely to fuck up and
give you more than I should. Or blather
round in a really pathetic, generic way.”
He gets to it: “Japan... I hate
generalising, but there’s such a rich history
of family and honour and code. And
Wolverine’s pretty much the antithesis to
all of that. In this, there is definitely the
exploration of him as a ronin — a samurai
without a master — and that he is denying
that essential warrior-element of himself.
Because, and this is what I love about him,
everyone he loves dies. It’s full of pain.”
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The story is set after X-Men: The Last
Stand and the death of his love, Jean Grey.
“He’s basically just gone, ‘That’s it, I’m out.
Whenever I’m this guy it ends bad: for me
and the people I’m closest to. I’m done.’”
He is, effectively, an ex-X-man, facing
the loneliness of immortality. As Mangold
puts it, “So many of the people he cares
about are gone and yet he must endure.”
The director, in one of several intriguing
references to films that inspired him (see
page 69), mentions Wim Wenders’ 1987
classic about an angel who wants to
become mortal: “It’s almost like Wings

• Frankly this was no
time for a snowball fight.

Of Desire. [The angel] would rather walk
among those on Earth and not have the
burden of being a forever man.”
“He really has to face up to that,” says
Jackman. “And then that healing ability of
his gets questioned. And in that moment
he has to work out, ‘What is my life about?’
Immortality seems wonderful, but you see
through Wolverine’s eyes that it can be a
burden — particularly when the neverending years are full of suffering, and
seemingly everyone close to you is dying.”
Jackman is good at suffering: whether
it’s as Wolverine or Jean Valjean, dealing
empireonline.com

with grief in The Fountain or desperate,
frustrated ambition in The Prestige. He’s
not afraid to be vulnerable. Mangold says
the actor is “hard on himself ”, and speaks
with admiration of how he has grown in
confidence since their first collaboration:
of his incredible versatility, whether it’s
being able to convince as a mutant killer
or give a Tony-winning performance in
stage musical The Boy From Oz.
And also of his heart. “He’s someone
you immediately, when you get close to
him, are very protective of, because he’s
got a kind of golden soul.” (This might
sound a little icky on the page — as it’s
spoken it just seems sincerely sweet.)
On the first X-Men, Singer worried the
star couldn’t deliver the necessary rage and
advised him (many a true word spoken >
subscribe at www.empireonline.com/sub
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TIMES
2005

2008

2012

2

NICOLAS CAGE

AS
GHOST RIDER

TIMES
2007

2011

5

ROBERT DOWNEY JR.

AS
IRON MAN

TIMES
2008

2008

2010

2012

2013

6

SAMUEL L. JACKSON

AS

NICK FURY

TIMES
2008

2010

2011

2011

2012
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in jest) to get in a row with his wife, to help.
“I told him, ‘Let me worry about how I get
to that. The reality is, if we have a row, or if
I send her home, I’ll just be sad and crying
every day and that’s not what you want from
Wolverine — the sap in the corner, crying.’”
It’s a curious balance: seemingly
contradictory, actually complementary
forces, just as self-doubt, perhaps, fuels his
self-discipline. An affable bloke, he has an
iron will: playing Wolverine requires months
of 4am starts, relentless training, a diet of
endless chicken. This morning, he has his
one treat. “The one joy I’m allowed each
week is after I do squats: a piece of toast
with peanut butter.” He indicates the plate
before him. “My bit of heaven for a week.”

W

ith The Wolverine wrapped,
and his optimism over the film,
you’d think he’d be happy to put
the character to rest for a while
and spend days ploughing
through toast. Instead, he’s returning for
the film that unites the original series with
the younger incarnations of the characters
expressed in X-Men: First Class. Jackman,
of course, briefly popped up in that, to tell
Xavier and Magneto to go self-fornicate.
“It was a blast. It was half a day. When
76
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they first pitched it to me I said, ‘Does
anyone else say the F-word in this?’ They
said, ‘No.’ ‘Done. I’m in. It’s fantastic.’”
But during The Wolverine, Jackman
started hearing about another X-Men,
namely Days Of Future Past. “I thought,
‘I wonder if they’ll want me to cameo
again?’” Then, when he was sent the story,
in the form of an eight-page synopsis, he
hoped for more. “I was like, ‘Okay, this
is a slam-dunk idea. This, actually, is
phenomenal. I think this will be, for X-Men,
like The Avengers.’ And I think it is...”
It had to be, to draw him back to the
diet and the cold showers. “I was a little
frustrated because I was nearing the end
of a 12-to-18-month physical odyssey and
getting ready to have Christmas off —
and lasagnes. And I’m, unfortunately, not
as young as I was (he is 44), so I have to
start earlier and go for longer. So I was
like, ‘Okay, we gotta keep going.’ But
I’m really excited about it, and I never
thought in a million years I would play
one character in seven movies.”
It makes him the longest-serving
superhero ever. Since he first popped his
claws back in 2000, Spider-Man’s been
through an entire trilogy and a reboot;
Christopher Nolan’s Dark Knight cycle
has gone full circle; Hulk was recast three

mariko
(Tao Okamoto)
>

Shingen Yashida’s beautiful daughter
is Mariko (Tao Okamoto, who comes
from a modelling background) —
“an incredibly compelling catalyst for
Wolverine”, according to Hutch Parker.
“Logan finds himself forced together
with her in a very unexpected way. It
provokes him into action — from which
comes a deep relationship with her,
one that surprises even him in terms
of what it provokes in him as our hero.”

times; and Marvel Studios has whizzed
us from Iron Man through The Avengers
into its ‘Phase Two’. How appropriate
is that for a character with superhuman
regenerative powers? And Jackman’s not
necessarily done just yet. “I still love
playing him,” he says, as he prepares to
don a suit and trash the set for our photo
shoot. “I had four hours’ sleep last night
and I hate doing squats, but I know that if
I’m going to get up after a few drinks at
the Oscars and do squats after three or
four hours of sleep, then that passion is
still there. The moment when I go, ‘Ah,
fuck it, I’m going to sleep in’ — that’s the
moment when I’ll probably give up.”
nev@empiremagazine.com
The Wolverine opens on july 25 and will be
reviewed in a future issue.
empireonline.com
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“I said, ‘Are out of your
fucking mind?!’ Tom Hanks
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